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Flagstone Slab
Flagstone is a perfect stepping stone for crossing 
through your gardens, or creating that stepping
stone design through a grassed area. Also great 
for patios and walkways, this large square slab 
presents a marvelously textured surface that 
appears to be natural stone pulled from the earth.

9.96 x 5.24 x 2.75

Corso
Introducing a beautifully sculpted cobblestone paver.
With many colours to choose from and such an 
ancient mold, this paver can be used as a splash of 
accent to any hardscape surface or the focal point itself.

Pallet Specs
94 sqf

Standard
A rectangle paver that still has its application. 
The Standard paver offers endless design 
options, and is commonly installed using the 
traditional herringbone pattern, or for bordering
 / soldier coursing hardscape surfaces.

3.93 x 7.87 x 2.36

Pallet Specs
106 sqf per pallet
*can be mixed with 
Double Standard 
square paver

Moderna
The Moderna paver is a masterpiece in design. With 
its simple “L” shape, each stone fits like a puzzle, yet 
offers no consistency in the overall joints, therefore 
offers a completely modular outcome.

9.84 x 9.84 x 2 (small square) (120 units)

9.84 x 19.68 x 2 (rectangle) (60 units)

19.68 x 19.68 x 2 (large square) (40 units)

Tresca Slab
For a grand approach, and elegant design, the Tresca ranks 
amongst the best! Although available in each individual size, 
which may allow for wonderfull hardscapes, all 3 sizes can 
also be blended to create a more natural and modular pattern.

Basketweave
A great choice for a modern outcome, the Basketweave 
is simple in colour and texture, but the simplicity is also its 
contemporary secret and elegance! 

24 x 30 x 1.75 (25 units)
24 x 24 x 1.75 (25 units)
12 x 30 x 1.75 (25 units)
12 x 24 x 1.75 (24 units)

Standard Press
The Standard Press is a brick pattern slab used 
in both commercial and residencial applications.

23.62 x 23.62 x 1.75 (25 units)
15.75 x 15.75 x 1.75 (50 units)

Strada Nova
The Strada 4-piece paver offers the traditional modular laying 
pattern that is popular amongst interlocking hardscapes. Strada 
can also be layed in a linear fashion, allowing endless opportunities 
to your creativity. With a nice smooth, yet rustic appeal, the Strada 
paver is a popular selection.

10.28 x 13.78 x 2.75
(72 sqf)

4.13 x 6.88 x 2.75
(78 sqf)

8.19 x 6.88 x 2.75
(80 sqf)

6.14 x 6.88 x 2.75
 (84 sqf)

*available in circle
kits of 40 sqf

16 x 12 x 2.75

Pallet Specs
62 sqf
8 unique pavers / dummy cracks

23.62 x 23.62 x 1.75
Pallet Specs
25 units 
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$5.64 sqf
$5.99 sqf ultra black

$4.94 sqf
$7.89 unit

$2.44 sqf

$11.49 unit

$8.24 unit
$6.94 unit
$5.64 unit
$5.14 unit

$6.10 unit

$3.64 unit

$4.29 sqf
$4.39 sqf black

$7.95 unit
$4.59 unit

5.24 x 5.24 x 2.75

7.6 x 5.24 x 2.75
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Galleria
The Galleria has a strong texture on the face and edges.
This paving stone is an easy choice and presents a 
modular or linear laying pattern,.

5.91x 8.86 x 2.36 (large rec)
Pallet Specs
100 sqf

5.91 x 5.91 x 2.36 (square-mix bundle)
2.95 x 5.91 x 2.36 (small rec-mix bundle)

Pallet Specs
85 sqf

4.72 x 7.09 x 2.36 (large rec)
Pallet Specs
89 sqf

4.72 x 4.72 x 2.36 (square-mix bundle)
2.36 x 4.72 x 2.36 (small rec-mix bundle)
Pallet Specs
89 sqf
mix bundle 89 sqf
*available in circle kits of 94 sqf

Villa
The Villa is a classic cobble-like, 3-piece set. The easy 
application and blend of the 3 sizes, and the large colour 
selection makes the Villa an easy choice. For walkways, 
patios, driveway, or pergola areas, this paver is a compliment 
and does justice to all landscapes.

16 17

$2.99 sqf

$2.99 sqf

Adelaide
A wonderful choice for contemporary designs or adding a touch
of detail within a hardscape surface. Use the Adelaide for soldier

coursing, or banding throughout your interlock.
Trevista Regular & Smooth (50mm & 80mm)
Trevista is where craftsman engineering and rustic 
charm meet in luxurious fashion.  This large format 
paver provides grand elegance to any environment. 

Richmond
The Richmond offers a sleek approach to any interlocking surface. 
With one consistent shape and size, the Richmond offers simplicity 
mixed with a modern texture and mix of colour.

19.5 x 13 x 3.2 / 2
13 x 13 x 3.2 / 2
6.5 x 13 x 3.2 / 2

Pallet Specs (50mm)
125.4 sqf
2866 lbs

Pallet Specs (80mm)
83.6 sqf
3058 lbs

Pallet Specs
6.5 x 13 x 3.15

98.4 sqf
14.5 sqf per section

7 sections

Pallet Specs
98.4 sqf
14.5 sqf per section 
7 sections

6.5 x 13 x 3.15
$3.80 sqf (50mm) 
$3.99 sqf ultra black (50mm)
$5.54 sqf (80mm) 
$5.84 sqf ultra black (80mm)

$3.50 sqf (50mm)
$5.44 sqf (80mm)

$3.80 sqf (50mm) 
$3.99 sqf ultra black (50mm)
$5.54 sqf (80mm) 
$5.84 sqf ultra black (80mm)



$6.69 sqf
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Borealis
A modern interlocking slab that offers the strength and 
longevity of concrete, yet has a soft and appealing wood 
aesthetic. Work this paver into your landscape design 
weather it have a modern or traditional approach.

2.25 x 5 x 30
2.25 x 10 x 30
Pallet Specs
75 sqf
2050 lbs

$10.45 unit
$20.93 unit

Ocean Grande 
$8.83 sqf
2 x 19.5 x 32.5
The new Ocean Grande is Techo-Bloc’s latest 
dry cast slab using a new high-definition technology that provides 
an extremely tight surface texture with pores that are virtually invisible.

Victorien
Victorien is a structured paving

stone with even edges that imitates
true brick yet is more durable

and much easier to install.

2.38 x 4.25 x 8.5 (60mm)

Pallet Specs
123.7 sqf

11.25 sqf per row
11 rows
3500 lbs

$4.36 sqf (60mm)

3.13 x 16.19 x 23.69
3.13 x 16.19 x 23.69
3.13 x 16.19 x 23.69
3.13 x 16.19 x 23.69
3.13 x 16.19 x 23.69
3.13 x 16.19 x 11.88
3.13 x 16.19 x 11.88

Pallets Specs
81.6 sqf
8 rows of 10.2 sqf
2960 lbs

Flagstone
The Flagstone paver is a mosaic of carefully sculpted stone which appears to be the 
work of a highly skilled stonework mason. In reality each unit is identical in shape and 
easily installed. By manipulating the carvings on the surface of each unit, Techo-Bloc 
has created a multitude of shapes and sizes without affecting the productivity of installation.

Antika
An unusual stone with inimitable charm. Antika 
paving stones give walkway and patios the allure 
of an ancient cobblestone courtyard, and can stand 
alone or be outlined by a beautifully sculpted curbstone.

Pallet Specs
87 sqf
9.67 sqf per row
9 rows
2230 lbs
$6.33 sqf / $6.77 sqf black

Aberdeen
Land of stone....From its craggy peaks to its deep 
lochs, Scotland was carved and sculpted by time, 
over billions of years. Its dramatic lines and rugged 
beauty can be had today in the Aberdeen.

2.5 x 30 x 30
Pallets Specs

106.25 sqf
17 unit of 6.25 sqf

2976 lbs

2.25 x 30 x 20
Pallets Specs

70.83 sqf
17 units of 4.17 sqf

2007 lbs

2.25 x 30 x 10
Pallets Specs

35.42 sqf
17 units of 2.08 sqf

1040 lbs

$10.04 sqf

$8.67 sqf

$8.67 sqf
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Dunes ($9.34 unit)
The large dimensions and interesting 
texture make this wet cast slab a modern choice.
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Mista Random & Grande
The Mista Embraces avant-garde culture by combining rugged and 
natural-looking textures and contours various dimensions. Through crisp 
lines and strong textures the Mista is a long way from your traditional paver.

Random
2.56 x 7.88 x 3.94
2.56 x 7.88 x 7.88

2.56 x 7.88 x 11.81

2.56 x 11.81 x 11.81
   (large square / separate pallet

which contains 120 units)

Pallets Specs
116.2 sqf

10 rows of 11.62 sqf
3450 lbs

$4.18 sqf

Para Slab HD
Large-scale, ultra-smooth texture and fine lines best 
describe the all-new Para HD. The Para offers a contemporary
design flare and is available in 3 independent sizes for all design options.

$6.45 sqf (250x500 / 500x500 smooth)
$6.84 sqf (500x750 smooth)
$9.97 sqf (250x500 / 500x500 polished)
$10.26 sqf (500x750 polished)

Blu 45mm
(available in slate & smooth finish)
The Blu Veneer line offers the 
opportunity to cap existing or 
new treads, porches, walkways, 
patios, or whatever other surfaces 
may show wear and tear, and 
therefore their age. Blu 45 has the 
same face as the Blu 80 and Blu 60, 
and can therefore be used in 
conjugation for a more consistent 
landscape outcome.

1.75 x 13 x 6.5
1.75 x 13 x 13

1.75 x 13 x 19.5

Pallets Specs
127.44 sqf

12 rows of 10.62 sqf
2560 lbs

$4.20 - $4.76 sqf
(colour dependent)

Linea
This versatile new paving stone is available in three lengths and two widths. Install a 
single width to achieve a sleek, linear look, or combine both for a more traditional random 
pattern. Linea’s crisp lines and clean look can direct the eye to a focal point, be it a grand 
entrance, a patio or an outdoor kitchen.

Small Rectangles
2.38 x 3.94 x 8.88
2.38 x 3.94 x 12.81
2.38 x 3.94 x 16.75

Pallets Specs
126.99 sqf
12 rows of 10.58 sqf
3590 lbs

Large Rectangles
2.38 x 5.88 x 8.88
2.38 x 5.88 x 12.81
2.38 x 5.88 x 16.75

Pallets Specs
121.22 sqf
12 rows of 10.10 sqf
3429 lbs

$5.38- $6.22 sqf (colour dependent)
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Grande
3.13 x  11.81 x 5.88
3.13 x  11.81 x 11.81
3.13 x  11.81 x 17.69

Pallets Specs
93.04 sqf
8 rows of 11.63 sqf
3474 lbs
32 units of each

$5.41 sqf

Sleek ($7.88 sqf)
An extremely tight surface texture in a large format paving stone.
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Blu 60 offers the same aesthetic beauty as the Blu 80. These two product lines are available in our traditional Slate & Aged finishes, and
our two new contemporary finishes; Smooth & Polished. With matching textures, contours, shapes and colours, these product lines can 
be used together, on larger projects where the thickness or strength therefore of the paver is not required, introducing Blu 60!

Blu 60mm Slate
Blu 60mm Mix
2.38 x 13 x 6.5
2.38 x 13 x 13
2.28 x 13 x 19.5

Pallets Specs
116.82 sqf
11 rows of 10.62 sqf
3125 lbs

Blu 60mm Rectangle 
2.38 x 13 x 6.5

Pallets Specs
116.05 sqf
11 rows of 10.55 sqf
3230 lbs

Blu 60mm Grande 
2.38 x 19.5 x 32.5

Pallets Specs
96.71 sqf
9 rows of 10.75
2698 lbs

Blu 60mm Smooth
Blu 60mm Mix
2.38 x 13 x 6.5
2.38 x 13 x 13

2.28 x 13 x 19.5

116.82 sqf
11 rows of 10.62 sqf

3125 lbs

Blu 60mm Rectangle 
2.38 x 13 x 6.5

116.05 sqf
11 rows of 10.55 sqf

3230 lbs

Blu 60mm Grande 
2.38 x 19.5 x 32.5

96.71 sqf
9 rows of 10.75

2698 lbs

Blu 60mm Mix
2.38 x 13 x 6.5
2.38 x 13 x 13
2.28 x 13 x 19.5

Pallets Specs
116.82 sqf
11 rows of 10.62 sqf
3125 lbs

Blu 60mm Grande 
2.38 x 19.5 x 32.5

Pallets Specs
96.71 sqf
9 rows of 10.75
2698 lbs

Blu 60mm Mix
2.38 x 13 x 6.5
2.38 x 13 x 13
2.28 x 13 x 19.5

Pallets Specs
116.82 sqf
11 rows of 10.62 sqf
3125 lbs

$6.95 sqf

$6.95 sqf

$10.55 sqf

$4.32 - $4.87 sqf
(colour dependent)

$4.32 - $4.87 sqf
(colour dependent)

$5.19 - $6.21 sqf
(colour dependent)

Blu 60mm Polished

Blu 60mm Galaxy

$5.19 sqf

$4.32 - $4.87 sqf
(colour dependent)

$4.32 sqf

$10.55 sqf

Blu 60mm Grande 
2.38 x 19.5 x 32.5

Borealis Stepping Stone
The new Borealis stepping 
stone offers a versatile slab to 
create walkways in unpaved 
areas. This 60mm slab is easy 
and efficient to install.
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Blu 80mm Smooth

Blu 80mm Galaxy

Blu 80mm Slate

Blu’s simple elegance is both classic and contemporary, the look modern, yet eternal. Vibrant color blends add to 
the opulence, borrowing from the rarest of natural stones. This is a luxury paver, offering the latest in texture and 
marvelous contours on the face of the stone.

3.18 x 13 x 6.5
3.18 x 13 x 13
3.18 x 13 x 19.5

Pallet Specs
84.96 sqf
8 rows of 10.62 sqf
3110 lbs

3.18 x 13 x 6.5
3.18 x 13 x 13

3.18 x 13 x 19.5

Pallet Specs
84.96 sqf

8 rows of 10.62 sqf
3110 lbs

3.18 x 13 x 6.5
3.18 x 13 x 13
3.18 x 13 x 19.5

Pallet Specs
84.96 sqf
8 rows of 10.62 sqf
3110 lbs

Blu 80mm Polished
3.18 x 13 x 6.5
3.18 x 13 x 13

3.18 x 13 x 19.5

Pallet Specs
84.96 sqf

8 rows of 10.62 sqf
3110 lbs

24 25

$5.64 sqf
(colour dependent)

$5.64 - $6.53 sqf
(colour dependent)

$9.51 sqf

$9.51 sqf
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Pure

Pure brings the larger cobblestone 
look to permeable pavements for 
residential and commercial driveways 
and patios. This interlocking permeable 
pavement was designed to allow for 
the proper percolation of surface 
water into the ground; reducing 
the risk and severity of flooding, 
eliminating puddles, speeding up 
the melting process of snow, 
reduced winter ice hazards and 
cost-savings on de-icing salt 
and snow removal.

3.13 x 9 x 9
3.13 x 9 x 12
3.13 x 9 x 15

Pallet Specs
90 sqf
8 rows of 11.25 sqf
3175 lbs

Valet
The new Valet pavers

are a great way to add
character and a touch

of luxury to a driveway.
These 6 ½ by 6 ½ inch
square units come in 6

colors for the ultimate in
mix and match versatility

and pattern creation.
Inspired by lava rock/basalt
stone, the highly textured
surface of the Valet brings

added visual interest to bandings,
mosaics and complete pavements

with the same salt-resistant
qualities you expect of

Techo-Bloc’s dry cast line.

San Marino

Rich texture gives San Marino its old-
world character and timeless appeal. Two

widths can be combined for a natural,
random pattern. Alternately, for the

more orderly, linear effect shown here,
install San Marino in single-width lengths.

Small Rectangles
2.38 x 3.94 x 8.88

2.38 x 3.94 x 12.81
2.38 x 3.94 x 16.75

Pallet Specs
126.99 sqf

12 rows of 10.58 sqf
3347 lbs

Large Rectangles
2.38 x 5.88 x 8.88

2.38 x 5.88 x 12.81
2.38 x 5.88 x 16.75

Pallet Specs
121.22

10 rows of 10.10 sqf
3261 lbs

26 27

$5.38 - $6.22 sqf (colour dependent)

$6.52 unit

$7.41 sqf

Tux
High-impact design. The new TUX outdoor 
slab collection by Techo-Bloc brings the vintage 
sophistication of classic checkerboard tiling to 
outdoor terraces and patios. They are de-icing 
salt resistant, engineered to withstand the harshest 
climates and look fabulous on patios, poolsides, 
plazas and applications without vehicular traffic.

Square 2.38 x 11.81 x 11.81
Pallet Specs
127.88 sqf
11 rows of 11.63 sqf
3616 lbs

Rec 2.38 x 11.81 x 23.63
Pallet Specs
116.25 sqf
10 rows of 11.63 sqf
3344 lbs

$5.64 unit

$11.29 unit
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Villagio

Founded in 1642, Montreal is one of North America’s oldest cities. The centuries-old streets of its bustling historic 
quarter, with their timeless charm, provided the inspiration for our Villagio pavers, equally charming and durable.

2.38 x 5.13 x 5.13
2.38 x 5.13 x 6.31
2.38 x 5.13 x 7.31
2.38 x 5.13 x 8.44

Pallet Specs
117 sqf
11 rows of 10.64
2935 lbs

Maya Slab

The Maya stepping stone is a 
wonderful way to enhance the 
country feel in one's backyard. 

When you need to create 
sturdy, attractive walkways across 
lawn areas or between plantings, 

consider a stone path with the 
Maya stepping stone. 

Venetian Series  
(available in slate & smooth finish)
The Venetian slabs resemble antique Italian carved stone, transforming plain steps into elegant 
staircases of intricate detail. The Venetian offers practical features such as durability, resistance to 
de-icing salt, a lifetime transferable warranty, and can serve as the perfect covering for deteriorating 
concrete steps while adding beauty and value to your home.

Venetian Cap
1.75 x 14 x 16

Pallet Specs
48 units

64 lnf
8 rows of 8 lnf (6 units)

1.33 lnf per unit
1500 lbs

Venetian Riser
1.75 x 7 x 16

Pallet Specs
48 units

64 lnf
4 rows of 16 lnf (12 units)

1.33 lnf per unit
740 lbs

6 unique shapes
2.25 x 23 x 31

Pallets Specs
4.95 sqf per unit
93.3 lbs  
17 units
1666 lbs

28 29

$31.63 unit

$8.77 unit

$14.87 unit

$5.88 - $6.73 sqf (60mm) (colour dependent)



Brandon Fire Pit
The Brandon fire pit

is a pre-packaged,
ready-to-assemble

fire pit which is
available in both a square

and rectangle shaped
option. It uses the

Brandon 90mm
block to achieve

a dry-stack stone
appearance. It comes
packaged Piedimonte
wall caps as well as a

steel heat-shield insert
to surround the fire.

TECHO BLOC INTERLOCKING PAVERS

Travertina Raw
Travertina has the elegant allure and subtle matte finish of the 
honed Travertine limestone used in the great masterpieces of Italian 
architecture. Modern, polished and sophisticated – wherever and however 
it is used – the Travertina slab brings luxury above all. Now available in ivory, 
rock garden brown and riviera colours to create your customized masterpiece.

Mix Bundle
2.25 x 10 x 20
2.25 x 20 x 20

Pallet Specs
75.06 sqf
9 rows of 8.34 sqf
1986 lbs

Large Rectangle
2.25 x 20 x 30

Pallet Specs
75.06 sqf
9 rows of 8.34 sqf
1988 lbs

Large Square
2.25 x 30 x 30

Pallet Specs
106.25 sqf
17 units x 6.25 sqf each
2820 lbs
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 $10.98 sqf $9.65 sqf $9.65 sqf

 $1125 unit

30 31

Steel Sleeve Insert
$271 unit

Valencia Fire Pit
$416 unit
A circular garden wall, or when 
used with the Valencia Fire Bowl 
Kit, converts to a fire pit.
(80 stone units to 
build firepit circular ring)

Pallet Specs
132.48 sqf
11 rows of 12.04 sqf
3596 lbs

2.38 x 8.75 x 4.38
2.38 x 8.75 x 8.75
2.38 x 8.75 x 13.19

Eva 
The EVA paver’s petite dimensions 
and beautifully sculpted finish brings 
a fresh perspective to traditional paving 
stones. Its proportions allow for a number 
of interlocking patterns great for driveways, 
walkways, poolsides and patios. It is de-icing 
salt resistant, designed to withstand the 
harshest climates, comes with a transferable 
lifetime warranty and looks beautiful.

 $3.87 sqf

The sleek, polished look of the 
Prescott & Raffinato collection 
has now been extended to 
outdoor fire features. 
These fire pit kits are 
pre-packaged (not pre-assembled), 
that can accommodate wood 
burning, natural gas or propane-
fueled fires. Visit us or pick up one
of our HOME ACCENT 
magazines to learn more 
about our CREATIVE FIRE 
options and entire product line.

Prescott Fire Pit ($1125 unit) Raffinato Fire Pit ($1125 unit)
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Barnboard
Concrete Barnboard can be used to create a

patio or walkway and is a beautiful natural-looking, decorative
addition to a garden. Barnboard offers the colour, texture and appearance

of wood, and the durability of concrete, making it ideal for imaginative outdoor spaces.

$14.95 unit
9.88 x 35 x 1.63

Pallet Specs
20 units per cube

Banff
Banff paving stones offer a slightly different twist on a 
standard stone. They have a distinct slate-like texture and are available 
in larger sizes, enabling designers to create unique outdoor entertainment areas or driveways.

11.88 x 17.63 x 2.63
11.88 x 11.63 x 2.63
5.88 x 11.63 x 2.63

Onyx Black only 
available in smallest size

Inversa Stone
$2.95 sqf (standard)

($3.45 sqf black)

$3.99 sqf (tumbled)
($4.45 sqf black)

With its sophisticated
look and reversible design,
Inversa is one of our most

versatile products and offers
unlimited layout possibilities.

•available in both
tumbled & standard finishes

•3 sizes / palletized individually

11.82 x 7.87 x 2.36
7.87 x 7.87 x 2.36
7.87 x 3.94 x 2.36

$4.50 sqf

Santa Fe
Rugged Santa Fe Texture

patio slabs feature enhanced
colours and unique textures for

a true southwestern feel. They can
add value and unlimited enjoyment

to any outdoor gathering space.

11 x 11 x 1.75
144 units per skid

$2.60 unit
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With their rich and distinctive colour, Peninsula patio slabs offer a 
different look that is sure to turn heads. The flagstone 
texture replicates natural stone, helping create 
beautiful outdoor spaces quickly 
and cost effectively.

12 x 12 x 1.75
12 x 24 x 1.75 
24 x 24 x 1.75 
25 units per skid

Peninsula Slab

Lakeridge Paver
Lakeridge offers the natural look and texture of stone, with a rustic 
appearance. Thicker than our traditional pavers, they are suited to heavy–traffic 
areas such as a driveway or patio. Use the Onyx stone in soldier course for a unique finishing touch.

9.75 x 14.63 x 3.13
9.75 x 9.75 x 3.13
7.38 x 9.75 x 3.13
4.75 x 9.75 x 3.13

Onyx black only 
available in size 
7.38 x 9.75 x 3.13

Tree Stump
Use Tree Stump stepping 
stones to mark an informal path 
through a yard or garden.  Made to 
look like real wood, these concrete 
stones add interest and serve 
a practical purpose.

11.38 x 13.38 x 1..63

96 units per skid

$11.99 unit$7.20 unit
$14.40 unit
$24.45 unit

$4.84 sqf

Quarry Stone
Quarry Stone adds

a contemporary,
relaxed feel to a

landscape setting.
These uniquely

shaped slabs are
placed in a specific

pattern to resemble
natural flagstone.

$5.90 unit
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Parkwall
Parkwall is a versatile wall system that will build straight or curved walls, and allow you to build
90-degree corners without issues. This collection of wallstone is extremely easy to work with 
and has an elegant and natural outcome. Cap the Parkwall with the coping unit or look into 
our Coping selection for many other ideas and options for that final touch of detail.

7.87 x 11.61 x 5.9 (regular) (30 doubles)

7.87 x 11.61 x 5.9 (corner) (24 units)

7.87 x 11.61 x 5.9 (tapered) (30 doubles)

23.62 x 11.81 x 2.95 (coping) (32 units)

14.96 x 8.85 x 4.92 (mix set)

9.84 x 8.85 x 4.92 (mix set)

7.48 x 8.85 x 4.92 (mix set)

15.74 x 10.23 x 2.95 (coping) (64 units)

8.07 x 8.85 x 4.92 (wedge) (125 units)

8.23 x 10.23 x 2.95 (wedge coping) (125 units)

Pallet Specs 
27.5 sqf

Garden Lock Wall
Allow the Garden Lock to

simplify your wallstone
 installation. The units come

in a 3-piece kit for
a rustic and random design.

The Garden Lock
also comes in a wedgestone

that allows for curved
walls or curves within sections

of your retaining wall
structure. An easy stone to work
with and a classic tumbled design.

Antico Stacker Wall

Antico is a wonderfull and easy wallstone to use. 
Famous with the professionals and still and easy install 
for the DIY. Antico is commonly used for knee-high walls, 
double sided walls, benches, bbq’s our countertops.

7.87 x 11.81 x 3.93 (96 units) 

BEST WAY STONE BROOKLIN
36 37

$10.84 double unit

$11.62 unit

$10.84 unit

$10.35 sqf

$7.49 unit

$3.49 unit

$3.09 unit

$4.06 unit
$4.09 unit (black)

Standard / Coping
6 units per skid

39.5 x 17.25 x 8
 

Ridge Wall (Best Way Stone)
This architectural wall is generally used in commercial or industrial applications where a strong load bearing is required, 
yet can be softly placed in any residential design and can often be an inexpensive approach to larger retaining walls.

$42.00 unit
 

Corner Unit
37 x 17.25 x 8

$51.69 unit

45 Degree Corner Unit
6 units per skid

39.5 x 17.25 x 8
$51.69 unit

Quickwall
(Brooklin product)
Quick Wall is ideal 
for small garden walls 
and edgings. Straight 
walls and inside or 
outside curves with 
tight radiuses can be 
created without cutting. 

3.86 x 7.86 x 6.86

tumbled & standard
180 units per skid / 40 sqf
3060 lbs
$2.70 standard
$3.32 tumbled

$10.46 unit Hazelton Wall
The dimensions and locking system 
of the Hazelton wall can work 
seamlessly with the Garden Lock 
block and coping units in tandem 
or as an accent. The 
Hazelton wall is a 
double-sided wall.

60 units / 5 rows per skid.

 

$7.99 unit (wall)
$12.99 unit (corner)
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Mini-Creta 6” Double Sided Wall (Standard & Architectural)
The Mini-Creta 6” can be used in conjunction with the 3” wall 
system to create a very modular and rustic design. This double sided wall has a very 
natural face and cutting design, allowing for easy installs and a great accents into your landscape.

5.86 x 9.81 x 9.06 x 7.06
5.86 x 9.81 x 11.82 x 9.82
5.86 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 12.82
5.86 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 13.75
 

Pallet Specs
30 sqf
5 rows of 6 sqf
3065 lbs
contains 5 right and 
5 left corner units

Mini-Creta 3” Double Sided Wall (Standard & Architectural)
Techo-Bloc’s most versatile wall stone. Mini-Creta Plus boasts an aged finish on both 
sides of the block, making it perfect for a freestanding wall around your  patio, or as a partition
between disparate areas of your landscape. Any way you look at it, Mini-Creta Plus is a beautiful stone.

2.94 x 9.81 x 9.06 x 7.06
2.94 x 9.81 x 11.81 x 9.81

2.94 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 12.81
2.94 x 9.81 x 14.75 x 13.75

Pallet Specs
24 sqf

8 rows of 3 sqf
2430 lbs

contains 8 right and
8 left corner units

2ft x 3ft Pillar (3” stone)
2.88 x 8 x 16

Pallet Specs
6 rows
48 units
1560 lbs

2ft x 3ft Pillar (6” stone)
5.88 x 8 x 16

Pallet Specs
3 rows
24 units
1510 lbs

Mini-Creta Pillar (Standard & Architectural)
Crafted with the appeal of aged and tumbled stone, 
the Mini-Creta Pillar can be used at the entrance of a driveway, walkway, or patio.

38 39

$19.28 - $21.36 sqf
(standard)

(colour dependent)
$16.60 - $19.01 sqf

(architectural)
(colour dependent)

$19.28 - $21.36 sqf (standard)
(colour dependent)
$16.60 - $19.01 sqf (architectural)
(colour dependent)

$15.92 unit

$19.93 unit (standard
$17.87 unit (architectural)
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Semma Split Face Wall
A 6" x 16" double-sided segmental retaining wall, with tapered 
sides and an independent mechanical interlock allowing for a vertical or 
battered wall. Semma also has tremendous shear strength (block to block contact), void 
fill interlock (4 cored system with contractor gravel-filled cores), and a ½" bond for joint dispersion. 

5.88 x 11 x 16 x 10.5
5.88 x 11 x 16 x 10.5 

Pallet Specs
26.25 sqf
5 rows of 5.25 sqf
40 units
2300 lbs

Corner & Pillar Kit 
5.88 x 16 x 10.5

Pallet Specs
24 units
4 rows of 6 units
pillar height 35.44
1495 lbs

G-Force
The smooth texture 
produces a modern look 
and is available in two 
grey tones and two brown 
tones to provide greater 
design versatility. Engineered 
to be light-weight, easy to 
install and structurally sound, 
these single square-face-foot
units provide the ultimate in 
on-site productivity without 
compromising quality 
or aesthetics.

40 41

$17.04 standard unit
$20.58 corner unit 

Pallet Specs (3.5”)
21.04 sqf
2445 lbs
6 rows of 3.51 sqf

3.56 x 10..63 x 9.06
3.56 x 10..63 x 12.19
3.56 x 10..63 x 10.63
3.56 x 10..63 x 14.75

Pallet Specs (7”)
21.04 sqf
2513 lbs
3 rows of 7.01 sqf

7.06 x 10.63 x 9.06
7.06 x 10.63 x 12.19
7.06 x 10.63 x 10.63
7.06 x 10.63 x 14.75

Baltimore Wall
Meet the next generation of outdoor living with 
our impressively elegant doubled-sided wall. Boasting strong character 
and concrete durability Baltimore is picture-perfect for multi-level pavilions and 
can be used for vertical features such as planters, pillars, water and fire features. 
This double-sided wall will allow you to enjoy the striking beauty from all sides.

Borealis Wall
The beauty of wood set in stone.
A new and integral part of Techo-

Bloc’s wood grained collection.
A product inspired by the use of

timber ties in both traditional and
modern landscape design. Borealis
wall/edge’s versatility extends from

simple edging for flowerbeds all
the way to the creation of double-

sided and garden walls. 
Borealis wall is the best

choice for capturing the crisp lines
of wood with the practicality and

durability of concrete.

Pallet Specs
32 sqf (16 units)

64 lnf (4 lnf per unit)
4 rows of 8 sqf (4 units)

3042 lbs
$52.21 unit

$24.52 unit

$13.99 unit (split face)
$22.38 unit (polished)

$19.18 unit (split face)
$25.90 unit (polished)
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Manchester Wall
Adaptable units that
can be used to build
planters, walls, steps,

edge restraints, pillars,
fireplaces and

exterior kitchen
components.

3.94 x 7.88 x 11.81

Pallet Specs
90 units

6 rows of 15 units
29.10 sqf
2760 lbs

42 43

$4.79 - $5.84 unit
(colour dependent)

Brandon Wall
The Brandon collection brings an innovative twist to rustic brick walls by providing 
the functionality of a double-sided, structural interlocking retaining wall system. The 
90mm (approx. 3 1/2”) and 180mm (approx. 7”) versions are packaged separately, allowing 
for a modular or completely linear design. This innovative double-sided retaining wall can be 
used to retain earth, create raised planters or subtly separate or frame spaces with a free standing 
wall. Accessorize flowerbeds and set off the Brandon wall with the Brandon edge, (see edging & curbing)

3.56 x 9.81 x 15.63
Pallet Specs
24.61 sqf single-sided
23.53 sqf double-sided
8 rows of 3.08 sqf single-sided 
8 rows of 2.94 sqf double-sided
2060 lbs

7.06 x 9.81 x 15.63
Pallet Specs
24.61 sqf single-sided
23.53 sqf double-sided
4 rows of 6.15 sqf single-sided
4 rows of 5.88 sqf double-sided
2071 lbs

The stylish, polished look of the Raffinato collection brings 
modern elegance to your outdoor living spaces. Packaged separately 
the Raffinato allow for a clean linear design, and integration of one or both modules.

Raffinato (available smooth & polished)

$22.94 sqf wall (90 &180mm) 
$20.87 sqf corner/pillar (90mm)
$25.39 sqf corner/pillar (180mm)

$9.30 smooth (90mm)
$11.69 polished (90mm)

$18.60 smooth (180mm)
$23.31 polished (180mm)

Travertina Raw
The Travertina Raw mimics the texture of natural travertine in a concrete material.
Techo-Bloc has now extended the collection to a double-sided, structural retaining wall
system, two wall caps and pool coping in order to fulfill customer demand for this luxurious product.

$18.54 unit (wall)
$20.47 unit (corner)
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Graphix Wall

Techo-Bloc has
redefined landscape

products once again with
this eye-catching, ultra-
modern, double-sided

structural retaining wall.
The Graphix wall’s varying

depths and unique but
simple installation process

(with included independent
clip system) creates a 3

dimensional visual effect. The
mix of smooth and hard split
textures adds visual interest

to this wall, making it perfect
for sleek and outside-the-

box lovers of design.

Pallet Specs
26.25 sqf / 107.67 lnf
8 rows of 3.28 sqf / 13.33 lnf
2773 lbs

2.93 x 9.06 x 20
2.93 x 10.06 x 20
2.93 x 11 x 20
2.93 x 8.06 x 20
2.93 x x 9.06 x 20
2.93 x 10.06 x 20
2.93 x 11 x 20
2.93 x 8.06 x 20

Pallet Specs
27 sqf
12 rows of 2.25 sqf
2646 lbs

2.25 x 9.81 x 9
2.25 x 9.81 x 12
2.25 x 9.81 x 15

Pallet Specs
27 sqf
6 rows of 4.5 sqf
2477 lbs

4.5 x 9.81 x 9
4.5 x 9.81 x 12
4.5 x 9.81 x 15

Prescott Wall
Beautifully crafted, the chiseled face of the Prescott wall will integrate seamlessly 
creating a natural backyard oasis. Available in two different heights, the Prescott wall provides 
endless versatility for your backyard to create walls, partitions and visually interesting freestanding 
elements. With the effortless color combination and flexibility the Prescott wall is sure to make a statement.

Rocka Wall
By popular demand, the Rocka collection has now been extended to include wall 
and edging applications. The Rocka wall/edge simulates carved-stone with incredibly natural 
features. The impressive versatility of this 3 piece system lends itself to applications such as double-
sided, structural garden and sitting walls, as well as edging for pavement and planting beds. It can also be used 
as a staircase carriage for Rocka steps by integrating the wall as part of a structural step system to completely close off the sides.

Pallet Specs
19.88 sqf
3 rows of 6.63 sqf
1860 lbs

6 x 8 x 13.25
6 x 8 x 26.5
6 x 8 x 39.75

3.56 x 9.19 x 10.63 x 8.69
3.56 x 9.19 x 14.19 x 12.19
3.56 x 9.19 x 15.75 x 13.75
3.56 x 9.19 x 15.75 x 14.75

Pallet Specs
27.65 sqf
7 rows of 3.95 sqf
2900 lbs
contains 7 right and 
7 left corner units

Escala Double
Sided Wall

Escala is designed
to offer you

greater flexibility by
allowing you to create

7” steps that can be
integrated directly
and harmoniously

into your wall.
Available in a

variety of colours
and sizes, Escala

offers a panorama
of practical

possibilities for
creating an
impressive

and refined
wall design.

$19.49 sqf

$27.96 sqf

$24.63 sqf

$26.50 sqf (wall)
$10.96 unit (pillar 2.25”)
$15.76 unit (pillar 4.5”) 
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Flagstone
Flagstone is thin layers of rock, hand sliced from larger layers of stone. 
The process is manual and tedious, from the harvesting stage to the final install. 
Commonly used for patios, facing of concrete porches or walls, caping of retaining walls, 
or stepping stones through a garden. Our flagstone selection will be sure to offer you 
the sizes, colours, and textures that you require for your landscape design.

Granite Flagstone
Our Granite Flagstone has a blend of pink, white, blue, and greys. 
The strength of granite surpasses a standard limestone, making this
product a lifelong decision, and wonderful for heavy traffic areas.

Ebel Jumbo Flagstone
Known for its rich black colour, our Ebel Jumbo Flag is flawless in texture,
consistent in its thickness, and can turn a hardscape design into dreams.

Jumbo Flag 3-4”
$0.18/lb
Thick Jumbo Flagstone slabs can be used
for step risers throughout your landscape, 
connecting two unique grades to one another. 
They are generally used for stepping stones 
throughout gardens or walkways connecting 
two areas of your landscape.

Oversize Flagstone 1-2”
Oversize slabs of Flagstone minimize the amount of joints within a hardscape, allowing for a stronger 
and less busy visual outcome. Oversize Flagstone can make for a quicker installation as the square footage 
per stone is increased. The consistency in thickness and size is immaculate and therefore effortless to work with.

$0.22/lb (0.75´´)
$0.19/lb (1-2´´)

$please ask

$0.20/lb

$0.24/lb
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Indian Sandstone
Square Cut Flag

Indian sandstone offers a
complete collection of high quality

natural stone pavers in many attractive
colours and textures. The elegance of
sandstone is a sure way to add value
to your home and landscape. These
sandstone and limestone products

add a sense of class and are suited for
all designs, including: gardens, porches,

driveways, walkways, pools and all
interior and exterior applications.

Our variety of colours are available
in both hand-rocked and sawn-cut edges,

depending on what best suits the other
surrounding materials and ambience.

The overall beauty of indian stone offers
limitless possibilities which is left in the
hands and creativity of your architect,

designer, or trade.
$5.75 - $9.99sqf

Square Cut Flagstone Domestic
Considered one of the most elegant and formal natural hardscape products, our Square Cut Flagstone 
creates gorgeaus landscapes. Available in a mix of dimensional sizes, a variety of colours, and unique finishes, including 
Flamed, Sand Blast, & Natural surfaces. Square Cut stone offers endless opportunities for complimenting your landscape design.

48 49

Brown Sandblast 1.5” ($14.99 sqf) Lindsey Flamed 1.5” ($14.99 sqf)

Black Marble 1.25” ($14.99 sqf) Natural 1.25” - 1.5” ($9.99 sqf)

Eramosa Flamed 1” ($12.49 sqf) Eramosa Sandblast 1” ($12.49 sqf)
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Glacial Oversize Flagstone
Our beautiful glacial flag offers a variety of unique
colour and veins. The oversize pieces minimize seems
which offers professional outcomes!
$0.57lb

Cobble Stone
A favorite for designers when
adding pin stripping, banding, or 
soldier coursing to any hardscape.
(available in black & gray)
2 x 4 x 4  /  2 x 4 x 8  /  2 x 8 x 8
$please ask

Porcelain Tile
The introduction of porcelain tile offers a unique approach to formal design. Porcelain is rated stronger than natural stone tile, 
and therefore has a load bearing suitable for all applications. This smooth and consistent finish makes for a contemporary and clean 
finish, with a perfectly smooth texture. Porcelain tile is perfect for outdoor areas, urban squares, recreational parks, public transport 
stations, shops, driveways, patios, facade cladding, and very popular for roof-top patios as it works in conjunction with a pedestal 
system which facilitates roof-top plumbing and wiring.

Benefits & ISO Standards
•colour uniformity (little colour shading)
•no internal cracking
•made from 25-42% recycled material
•water absorption 0.5% (similar to granite)
•frost resistant
•breaking strength (stronger than natural stone)
•stain resistant
•slip resistant

Sizes & Packaging
12 x 24” 
(2 units per carton)

24 x 24” 
(4 units per carton)

8 sqf per carton
32 cartons per pallet
256 sqf per pallet
7 colours 
$9.99 sqf

Flamed Oversize Flagstone
Brand new to our flagstone collection. 
The flame finish turns a regular flagstone into an
extremely formal & smooth finish for a unique hardscape.
$0.24lb
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Antico Curb
Looking to border your garden bed, sidewalk, driveway, or 
walkway? The Antico is the curb stone for you. with a strong
tumbled face, and nearly 6” of rise, this user friendly curb offers 
strength and style for all retaining designs.

39.4 x 5.9 x 5.9

Pallet Specs
20 units
*available regular & sloped

Driveway Curb
The Driveway Curb has the strength needed to support those
areas with constant movement and pressure. Exactly as the name 
explains, this curbing unit is great for bordering all driveway surfaces, 
and provides a wide enough face for your lawnmowers wheels to cross 
over, making the cutting of your lawn and overall maintenance easier.

Garden Curb
The Garden Curb offers 3ft of retainer per unit, 
which makes for a quick install and simple outcome. With less joints, and less curbing 
units therefore, the Garden Curb will level and have less heaving then other curbing products.

TECHO-BLOC

Avignon Curb
A multifunctional border great for lawns, mulch beds and 
interlocking pavements. The Avignon’s structural integrity 
resulting from its weight, width and integral clip system, 
combined with its alluring aesthetics slate textured side 
and rock-faced top, renders it one of the most complete 
border systems in the industry!

Give your landscape a distinctive edge
Slightly more refined then some other
curbing products, the Pietra resembles

a textured granite stone. By varying
Pietra’s lengths, Techo-Bloc helps accent

its already natural appearance.

4.5 x 3.13 x 8.88
4.5 x 3.13 x 11.82
4.5 x 3.13 x 14.75

Pallet Specs
96 lnf

4 rows of 24 lnf
1285 lbs

32 units of each

Pietra

Tundra

EDGING & CURBING 

15.75 x 5.82 x 3.62

Pallet Specs
72 units
1.3 lnf per unit
$5.14 unit

$13.41 unit

35.4 x 5.9 x 3.62

Pallet Specs
44 units

$10.85 unit
7 x 4.5 x 12

Pallet Specs
90 units
90 lnf
6 rows of 15 lnf
2750 lbs
$8.59 unit

$6.19 linear ft

A unique edger used for lawns, pavement, plantings, and even as a transition 
unit for different plateaus in an outdoor living space. The Tundra’s distinct shape 
adds personality to any project, while its transition capability provides functionality.
3.56 x 6.31 x 4 x 8.88 x 9.81

Pallet Specs
64 units (4 rows of 16 units)
52.5 lnf (13.12 lnf per row)
2520 lbs
$7.07 unit
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Raffinato Curb
The modern, polished style

of the Raffinato collection now
includes an edging/curb variant.

The Raffinato edge/corner/
pillar’s versatility extends

beyond offering a modern
alternative for bordering

driveways and flowerbeds;
it serves the dual purpose

of wall corners and
stately pillars.

$10.78 unit 90mm / $21.58 unit180mm

Belgic Curb
The first manufactured replica of Belgian block.

Belgik adds a magnificent edge around your paving
stone installations, from driveways to walkways and

patios bordering flowerbeds.

6.94 x 3.94 x 9.81

Pallet Specs
120 units
98.43 lnf

6 rows of 16.4 lnf
2665 lbs

$9.01 unit

Brandon Edge
The Brandon collection also 
extends to edging. An innovative 
twist on rustic brick, the Brandon 
3 piece edge adds curb appeal to 
your driveway and reduces 
maintenance of your walkways. 
Keep the mulch in, weeds 
out with the Brandon 
edge system.

7.06 x 3.94 x 8.88
7.06 x 3.94 x 12.81
7.06 x 3.94 x 16.75

Pallet Specs
140.75 lnf
4 rows of 35.19 lnf
3901 lbs

$7.23 linear ft

Rocka Edge
By popular demand, the Rocka 
collection has now been extended 
to include wall and edging applications. 
The Rocka wall/edge simulates carved-stone 
with incredibly natural features. The impressive 
versatility of this 3 piece system lends itself to 
applications such as a double-sided, structural 
garden and sitting walls, as well as edging for 
pavement and planting beds. Rocka Edge 
becomes a structural component of 
permeable pavement restraint as 
well as an erosion and sediment 
control measure.

6 x 7.75 x 13.25
6 x 7.75 x 26.5
6 x 7.75 x 39.75

Pallet Specs
19.88 sqf
1860 lbs
$27.96 sqf  

Borealis Edge
The beauty of wood set in stone.

A new and integral part of Techo-Bloc’s
wood grained collection. A product inspired
by the use of timber ties in both traditional

and modern landscape design. Borealis
wall/edge’s versatility extends from simple

edging for flowerbeds all the way to the
creation of double-sided and garden walls.

Offered in 3 alluring seasoned wood tones
and compatible with the rest of the collection,

Borealis wall is the best choice for capturing
the crisp lines of wood with the practicality

and durability of concrete.

6 x 8 x 48

Pallet Specs
32 sqf / 64 lnf

16 units

$52.21 unit
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The Rustic Wallstone is a pleasure to work with due to the 
consistency in the sizes and colours. Available in grey and antique brown, this 
Rustic stone can be used for edging a garden, walkway or driveway, building 
small retaining walls, or small risers for grade changes.
7”x 8” x 12-14”
40 lbs
9 unique shapes and faces available
grey & antique brown
$21.00 unit

Rustic Wallstone
(Concrete)

Natural Curbing
A natural stone always offers an ageless ambience
to our landscapes. Our Natural Curb selection 
offers all lengths, widths, and depths of rectangular 
stone to best suit your home. These Curbs are 
guillotined on either 2 or 4 sides, offering the natural 
face and colours that each stone provides.
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$0.21/lb

Indian Sandstone & Granite Curbing
Granite Curbing is the most elegant approach to a curb stone. These

curbs are also used for step-stackers to support step systems.
Available in 10 colours / 7” x 6” x 31”

$65 - $89 unit

Rustic Edge ($6.25 unit)
The Rustic Edge is a small concrete edge with a natural
stone design. Available in both beige & gray.
4”x 5” x 12” x 8 lbs



Don’t create a drainage problem - water must drain 
away from your house or it will drain into it, and long term 
can cause serious issues with your home. Keep it in mind 
when installing paths, patios or ponds.

Style, colour and texture play an important 
role in landscape design - they add interest, shade, 
humour and pop. Garden tours, books, and the internet 
are all great mediums to see what other people have done 
and what outcomes and style appeal to you.

Plant the biggest items first - trees take several to many 
years to mature, shrubs take a few years and flowers only a 
season or two. Think about the shade you create with a tree 
and make sure it falls where you want it. Obviously its easier 
to move a flower than a tree, so make your mistakes on paper.

Don’t be overwhelmed - you don’t have to do it all at 
one time, or even all by yourself. A well thought out plan 
can be phased in as time and budget allow.  A landscape 
designer or architect can draw up a plan for you and 
you proceed at your own pace.  Remember that your 
relationship with your landscape architect should be a 
two way street. It is your space but as a professional 
they can and should help you through any potential 
pitfalls and prevent wasting time and money.

Have fun with it - gardening is supposed to be a 
stress-buster not a stress-maker

Choosing a Professional Installer
We recommend the use of professional landscape 
contractors for your project. When considering & 
designing your homes landscape, you are making an 
important investment in your home. Don’t let poor 
workmanship turn your ideal plan into a disappointment. 
Proper site preparation with the correct grading, base 
material and compaction is key to ensuring that 
your hardscape or landscape looks great and 
offers longevity in your investment!

DESIGN PROFESSIONALS

 & EXPRESSION
   YOUR SPACE

        LASTING VALUE 

THECREATIVENETWORK
     TO YOUR HOME

        LIFESTYLE 

Choosing a Landscape Architect or Designer is 
so Critical to a Good Design and Functional Space!

•compliment the design and style of your home 
  by examining your lifestyle and preferences
•choosing the right products , borders, accents, and 
  accessories that work well with your home and 
  existing landscape or grading of property (mosaics)
•scale and proportion of all elements within the 
  design such as retaining walls, pergolas, patios, 
  driveways, and fireplace areas
•added value through incorporating the correct 
  elements & products that exist in our industry
•adding curb appeal that suits the 
  neighborhood and surroundings
•make the design safe and practical

Anyone can dream about the space they have in their yard 
but planning the space takes experience and a lot of thought. 
Plans do not necessarily need to be a formal drawing, but 
they do need to be well planned out, and to scale in order 
to understand how best to use the space. This little bit of 
homework goes a long way and ensures your investment 
will be enjoyed for many years to come. 

Ask us about our home consulting and outdoor 
space design network.

Think about what you want - do you need a place for 
kids to play? A place for the dog? For barbecue? For storage? 
Do you want a shady corner? Seating for a dozen? 
A work-shop? Make a list of your ‘have-to-have’ items.

Now think about function - you’ll want a soft surface 
under a swing set, but might want solid pathways for 
well-traveled areas. Wooden deck or stone patio. Cost 
may help you decide which material to use. Play around 
with a plan on paper, but use a garden hose or can of spray 
paint to experiment with shapes on the ground. Paths should 
be wide enough to accommodate your lawn mower and 
wheelbarrow. Include the placement of doors, windows, 
access points and views.

Think about privacy - hedges are great living screens, 
but take years to grow big enough to be effective and 
trimming can be a hassle. Vines can be effective screens. 
There are a variety of fence styles available as well. 

Ask
about
our home
consulting
and outdoor
design & Build
network
    or check out our

   section online!
FIND A PRO
www.creativelandscapedepot.com
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